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1. INTRODUCTION 
NMR is the only technique that can determine protein structures in solution. The procedures and 
strategies that are common today have been developed in the course of the last ten years.“-s) Earlier, 
detailed structural data on proteins had been available only from X-ray or neutron diffraction studies 
of single crystals. This development of protein NMR was due to three achievements; (i) the 
development of strategies for sequential assignments,‘3-*’ (ii) the advent of 2D NMR techniques,‘9-16’ 
and (iii) the development of software to build protein models from distance data!1’-25) The 
challenging task to analyze complex protein spectra has also stimulated the recent progress in NMR 
technology, and techniques developed with proteins are now used in other applications of NMR 
concerned with structural aspects at the molecular level. Today more than 80 proteins have been 
nearly completely assigned,‘26’ and for more than 30 proteins solution structures have been derived by 
NMR.“@ For most proteins where an NMR structure and a crystal structure have been determined, 
the results of both techniques are similar. A few of the NMR studies were sufficiently detailed to show 
minor differences between solution and crystal structures, mainly residues on the protein surfaces. 
Most of these differences were found to be due to protein-protein contacts in the crystals.‘27’29’ There 
are a few cases showing major differences between solution and crystal structures.“0-32’ The success of 
the structural studies has overshadowed the power of NMR to study dynamic effects although NMR is 
probably the most powerful technique to study this very aspect of proteins. 
This review first describes techniques and strategies for resonance assignments. Secondly, techniques 
to obtain structural parameters are reviewed, together with methods to derive structural models. 
Protein mobility will be discussed only in connection with structural aspects. 
2. ‘H ASSIGNMENTS 
Complete ‘H assignments are the basis for all the recent achievements of protein NMR in the areas 
of structure analysis and studies of protein mobility. There are two levels of so called ‘complete’ proton 
assignments. (i) The assignments can be complete in a sense that at least one or two resonances are 
identified per residue. Such assignments are valuable for studies of protein dynamics where a dense set 
ofprobes is required in order to monitor protein mobility with spatial resolution. Such assignments are 
also sufficient to characterize regular secondary structures. (ii) Truly complete assignments require 
identification of all non-labile protons and all labile protons that do not exchange rapidly with the 
water. This is a requirement for a good structure determination. If there are some resonances not 
assigned, every NOE involving signals in a spectral region containing unassigned resonances is 
ambiguous. 
Prior to 1978, individual resonance assignments in proteins were very difficult to obtain. They were 
based mainly on comparison of homologous proteins, selective chemical modification, selective 
isotope labeling, and use of shift or broadening reagents together with reference to crystal structures. 
These techniques became obsolete with the development of the strategies of sequential assignments 
and the arrival of 2D NMR techniques, in particular 2D NOE (NOESY) and 2D correlated 
spectroscopy (COSY). 
2.1. First Sequential Assignments 
When the first sequential assignment strategies were developed they were based on two analytical 
techniques namely, spin decoupling and the measurement of nuclear Overhauser effects. It was realized 
that NOE values provide selective distance information only when short irradiation times are used.‘33’ 
Applying such truncated NOE, we realized from inspection of a model of a protein that, in a p-sheet, 
the amide proton of residue i is always close to the a-proton of residue i- 1 (see Fig. 1) and shows an 
intense NOE when the HN of residue i is irradiated (Fig. 2).t3) NOE measurements together with results 
from spin decoupling, allowed longer segments of the basic pancreatic trypsin inhibitor to be assigned. 
In these studies, spin decoupling provided intraresidue connectivities, while NOE values yielded the 
sequential connectivitiest3) 
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FIG. 1. The antiparallel b-sheet of the basic pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI). The short da& i + 1) distances for 
which first sequential assignments were obtained are indicated with arrows (adapted from Ref. 3). 
FIG. 2. 1D truncated driven NOE spectra of BPTI. The irradiation times are indicated on the right. The build up of 
the strong NOE at the H’ of Phe 22 after irradiating the HN of Tyr 23 is indicated with a dotj3i 
In particular, these 1D experiments on BPTI resulted in the assignment of five consecutive residues 
of the central strand of a triple stranded antiparallel p-sheet (Arg 20 to Asn 24). All of these residues 
have slowly exchanging amide protons. A number of other residues were assigned in the same study, 
making reference to the crystal structure. The NOE values across the b-sheet which are typical for 
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antiparallel /?-sheets were then first characterized and used for extending the assignments. The extent of 
these assignments is shown in Fig. 3A. The sequential assignments could not he extended to those 
residues without slowly exchanging amide protons since the standard spectrometers available at that 
time were not equipped for simultaneous presaturation of the solvent line and presaturation of a 
W 
FIG. 3. (a) Assignment pathways in the /?-sheet of BPTI by 1D experiments in D,O!” and(b) by 2D experiments 
in D,O and H,O’4’ Dots and triangles represent HN and H”, respectively. 
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protein resonance to cause a NOE. This problem was solved with the introduction of 2D experiments 
where the selective inversion of protein resonances is achieved by the tr evolution period, and the 
decoupler channel is free for solvent irradiation. (34) This together with the resolution in the second 
dimension obtained with the 2D experiments allowed an almost complete assignment of the not yet 
identified ‘H resonances of BPTI. (*.‘I) Figure 4A shows the 2D version(4) of the assignments achieved 
previously by 1D techniques in D,O(” (see Figs 2 and 3A). This is a combined plot of a COSY (lower 
triangle) providing intraresidue HY-H; connectivities, and a NOESY (upper triangle) providing 
sequential HI_ i-H: connectivities. The assignment pathway was called a &snail.“’ The possibility of 
now running these experiments also in Hz0 allowed one to extend these assignments as shown in Figs 
4B and 3B. In the course of this work, it had also been realized that sequential assignments can be 
obtained in helices and turns via NOE values between the amide protons of sequentially adjacent 
residues (see for example the b-hairpin in Fig. 3B), and it was argued that sequential assignments can be 
obtained, generally, independent of the secondary structure. This hypothesis was later verified in a 
theoretical study.‘6’ 
2.2. Homonuclear Sequential Assignment Strategies 
The assignment technique that evolved in the work with BPTI was soon developed to a systematic 
assignment strategy. This strategy is illustrated in Fig. 5. The procedure consists of the following steps. 
(i) Spin system assignments in D,O. The spin systems of the non-labile protons are usually elucidated 
in D,O solution.“” In order to simplify the spectra, one tries to exchange all labile protons with 
deuterons. Heating up the sample in D20 solution or variation of the pH may be required to achieve 
this. Methods used in this part of the spin system assignment include SECSY,‘36) COSY,“2*13*16) 
DQF-COSY,‘37-39’ Multiple Quantum Filtered COSY ,(40*41) Double Quantum Spectroscopy!42-46’ 
RELAY(47-51) spectra, Double RELAY spectra’50) and TOCSY”*) (HOHAHAts3’). Often only 
TOCSY and COSY may be required to identify the type of spin system. However, for establishing 
unambiguous assignments of all resonances of longer side chains RELAY experiments may be 
necessary. Sometimes, only one cross peak between an a-proton and a fl-proton is found for residues 
that have a /I-methylene group, and it is not clear whether the two /?-protons are degenerate or the 
second cross peak is just too weak to be observed. This question can be clarified by recording Double 
Quantum Spectra. These spectra contain remote cross peaks at (w2 =a(Ha), oi =&HP’)+s(Hs*)). If 
the resonance position of one &proton is known the other can be determined from this remote 
peak. (45*46) In this step of the analysis, spin systems can readily be classified to certain types of residues. 
Some spin systems are unique (Gly. Ala, Thr, Ile, Val, Leu), others have to be assigned to groups of 
residues, such as AMX spin systems (Tyr. Phe, His, Trp, Cys, Asp, Asn, Ser), 5-spin systems (Glu, Gin, 
Met), and long spin systems (Arg, Lys, Pro). Arginine and proline spin systems can often be assigned 
completely and distinguished from the longer lysines. Arginines can be identified later since they have a 
connectivity to a peptide HN, in contrast to prolines, and the S-protons are coupled to a labile H’. The 
spin systems of the aromatic side chains are independent and have to be connected to the /I-methylene 
groups via NOESY experiments. This is also necessary for connecting the NH, groups of Asn and Gin 
side chains.‘s-B’ 
(ii) Intraresidue HN-H” connectioities. Connectivities between the spin systems of the non-labile 
protons and the labile amide protons are obtained from COSY-type experiments in H,O. combined 
with proper water-elimination techniques. Usually, DQF-COSY, TOCSY and RELAY experiments 
are applied at this step. Particularly helpful are DQ-spectra. On the one hand, they do not suffer from 
the bleach-out effect due to water presaturation,‘s4’ on the other hand they help to identify glycine 
residues since these are the only residues with remote cross peaks at (co2 =6(HN), oi ==6(H*i) 
+ 6(H”2)).(45*46) To overcome the bleach-out effect of water presaturation, techniques such as Pre- 
TOCSY COSY(“) and SCUBA(s6) have been proposed and have been found useful. The step of 
establishing connectivities to the amide protons is a crucial one since the amide protons are most 
important for establishing sequential assignments and for identification of long-range NOE. 
(iii) Sequential assignments. Sequential connectivities between the spin systems of the amino acid 
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FIG. 4. First sequential assignments via I&.&, i+ 1) connectivities in BPTI in a combined COSY-NOESY diagram 
(a) in D,O. (b) in H20.(4’ 
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FIG. 5. Schematic of a polypeptide structure with the connectivities daN, d,,, d,N. 
residue i to the HN, H” and HP of residue i - 1. To increase the probability of finding the sequentially 
neighboring residue one tries to identify more than one NOE from the HN to different protons of the 
sequentially preceding residue. This can often be achieved as is shown in Fig 6 for the protein eglin 
c.(is3) This is very important since a HN usually shows many NOES, not only to sequentially 
neighboring residues. However, if more than one NOE is observed from the HN of one residue to 
another spin system the probability is very high that this is the sequentially preceding residue. The 
statistics of identifying the sequential neighbor have been worked out in detail.t6) Obviously, for 
prolines and glycines, slightly different rules apply. t6*‘) For prolines, the b-protons play the role of the 
HN, and for glycines, the second Ha has a similar function as the /I-protons. Pre-TOCSY NOESY(ssi 
and SCUBA(56’ techniques are also useful at this step to overcome bleach-out effects due to 
pi&radiation of the water. 
Steps(i) and (ii) can be combined depending on the complexity of the spectrum. On the other hand, if 
the spectra are very crowded, steps (ii) and (iii) may require recording spectra of proteins with partially 
deuterated peptide groups. In particular, spectra may be recorded in DrO of protein preparations 
where only the slowly exchanging amide protons are present, or alternatively, spectra may be recorded 
in H,O where the slowly exchanging amide protons were exchanged with deuterons prior to the 
experiment so that the spectrum of the rapidly exchanging amide protons is seen. This strategy was 
applied for several proteins,‘** ‘* s7) most systematically in a recent study of ly.sozyme.“a) 
Recently, a variant of the above described assignment strategy has been propagated. It is called 
main-chain-directed (MCD) assignment strategy. 09) It could also be classified as a secondary structure 
directed assignment technique whereas the original strategy is primary-structure directed. This 
technique uses essentially the same principles as the technique described above. However, there are 
some minor differences. (i) Less emphasis is given to identifying all spin systems of the amino acid side 
chains at the very beginning. (ii) Sequential NOE and NOE typical for regular secondary structures are 
analyzed simultaneously to obtain sequential assignments. At this step there is a search for closed 
assignment loops. Obviously such loops were analyzed in previous work (see for example, the loop 
formed by the residues Phe 22, Tyr 23, Asn 24, Cys 30 and Gln 31 of BPTI in Fig 3A). However, they 
were not made targets in the assignment procedure. The MCD assignment strategy may be 
advantageous in cases where there is already information about the secondary structures available. It 
remains to be seen whether this strategy can be applied if no information is available about the 
secondary structure, or if the protein has no regular secondary structure. It has been pointed out that 
very complete assignments are desirable if a structure determination is intended.“jO) 
2.3. Assignments Using Heteronuclear Editing Techniques with ‘:‘N or ‘-‘C Labeled Proteins 
The homonuclear assignment strategies described above have been applied successfully for proteins 
with up to 129 residues. The largest proteins assigned so far by these techniques are lysozymets5) and 
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FIG. 6. Summary sequential assignments for the elastase inhibitor eglin c. Medium-range NOES are also indicated. 
The dots (top) indicate slow hydrogen exchange. Filled and open bars (bottom) indicate small and large coupling 
constants ‘J(HE-HN).“63’ 
ribonuclease.‘6” For larger proteins and for proteins with heavy overlap of resonances these 
techniques may not lead to complete assignments. A major improvement has come with the 
availability of isotope labeling. Since for many proteins efficient expression systems are available 
proteins can be produced uniformly labeled with isN or “C, or more importantly, proteins can be 
produced with only a single or a few amino acid types labeled (semiselective labeling). Several excellent 
descriptions are available in the literature about the labeling procedures.‘62-67) 
So far, semiselective ‘sN labeling of single amino acid types combined with heteronuclear editing 
have had the highest impact. The NMR strategies were developed in several laboratories, starting with 
the work of Redfield and coworkers. #*I It was realized that 1D and 2D spectra can be edited for signals 
of protons directly coupled to isN. Originally, this was achieved in 1D proton spectra recorded with 
and without lsN decoupling. t6g) The two spectra were then subtracted and the difference spectrum 
contains only signals from protons coupled to *5N.t6g) This method has the disadvantage that the 
signals left are a difference between a doublet and a singlet. Experiments were then developed where 
the proton coherence was allowed to evolve to antiphase coherence with respect to *sN.‘70) A 180 
(lsN) pulse applied in every other scan, together with inversion of the receiver phase selects for 
coherence of “N bound protons. In a 2D experiment, this editing can be applied before or after the 
mixing period. In the former case the technique has been called an o,-half filter.(70’ It selects for cross 
peaks where the protons along cc1 are coupled to “N. Figure 7A shows such a pulse sequence for an 
w,-half filtered COSY. The spectral region selected is shown in Fig. 7a’. If the filter is applied after the 
mixing period we have an w,-half filter as shown in Fig. 7b and 7b’. For selection of heteronuclear 
antiphase coherence the delay r has to be tuned to 1/4JHN. This method has the disadvantage that the 
heteronuclear doublets are antiphase and isN cannot be decoupled during t,. This problem was 
eliminated by tuning T to 1/2JnN.(‘11) In this case the filter is a bilinear rotation decoupling 
(BIRD)‘72-‘4’ sequence. The multiplet components are in-phase and decoupling can be applied. 
Semiselective ’ 5N labeling simplifies the assignment process at the level of spin system assignments, 
and it reduces overlap problems in the HN region of 2D spectra. If, for example, the protein is labeled 
with lJN at all leucine residues, ‘“N edited COSYflOCSY type experiments will usually lead to 
complete assignments of the leucine spin systems, and lsN edited NOESY experiments will provide 
assignments of the sequentially preceding residues. With a sufficiently large number of residues labeled, 
complete assignments can usually be obtained. However, if a complete set of NOES needs to be 
acquired for a structure determination, semiselective isN labeling does not solve some ambiguities in 
the assignments of cross peaks to aromatic and aliphatic protons. Usually, the aliphatic and aromatic 
spectrum is more crowded than the amide proton spectrum. Therefore, semiselective carbon labeling 
would be much more valuable (but more expensive). 
Heteronuclear editing techniques have been used extensively for the assignments of T4 
~ysozyme,‘63~6S. 66.69) staphylococcal nuclease,@‘) P22 c2 repressor,‘70*75J and thioredoxin.“j2’ Sta- 
phylococcal nuclease with 141 residues and T4 lysozyme with 164 residues are so far the largest 
proteins for which nearly complete assignments are available. For 132 of 141 residues in staphylococ- 
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FIG. 7. Pulse sequences for lsN edited COSY experiments. (a) o, half filter, (b) o, half filter. (a’) and (a’) regions 
selected with the squcnces (a) and (b), respectively. Thin and thick vertical bars indicate 90” and 180” pulses, 
respectively.“ob 
cal nuclease, and for 161 of the 164 residues in T4 lysozyme at least one of the backbone resonances 
were assigned.‘66) 
2.4. Sequential Assignments Using Heteronuclear Correlation 
2.4.1. Techniques Based on lsN/lsC Double Labeling. Availability of uniformly lSN and/or “C labeled 
proteins has lead to the development of assignment techniques relying on heteronuclear correlation. 
Markley and coworkers were the first to produce proteins uniformly labeled with both “C and isN, 
with the purpose of achieving sequential assignments, (76*77) Their strategy was first to achieve 
carbon-carbon connectivities using carbon-carbon double-quantum experiments. For this step, they 
found isotope enrichments of 25% most advantageous avoiding coupling to a third carbon nucleus. 
The carbon-carbon connectivity patterns are unique for all amino acid types (except that Gln/Glu and 
AsnfAsp cannot be distinguished). Thus, unique spin system identifications can be achieved at the very 
beginning of the analysis. Next sequential connectivities are established via carbon-nitrogen double- 
quantum spectroscopy. After they have achieved complete sequence-specific assignments of the 
nitrogen and carbon resonances they establish ‘H assignments by heteronuclear proton-carbon and 
proton-nitrogen correlation experiments. In contrast to the homonuclear proton assignment strat- 
egies, this technique is independent of the protein conformation, relying only on one-bond couplings. 
On the other hand, each sequential connectivity depends on a single correlation. Degeneracy of carbon 
and nitrogen resonances may be more hampering than degeneracy of proton resonances in the case of 
the NOE-based proton assignments where observation of more than one of the dmN, d, and dPN 
connectivities can resolve ambiguities. Therefore, these techniques may be combined with homonuc- 
lear NOESY experiments. This method requires double labeling with 13C and tsN. The preparation is 
expensive and has been done only for very few proteins at the present time. However, the technique 
may become important for large proteins where homonuclear COSYjTOCSY experiments are 
difficult. 
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2.42. 1H-‘3C-1sN-1H Triple Resonance Techniques. An alternative assignment technique relying on 
heteronuclear correlation has been proposed recently which also relies on isotope enrichment of isN 
or ‘3C.‘7s) The basic experiment is a ‘HJ’C- iSN-‘H triple resonance experiment. The basic pulse 
sequence is outlined in Fig. 8a and the coherence transfer pathways are shown in Fig. SC. First 
polarization is transferred from the a-protons to the a-carbons via a refocussed INEPT(79-*2) transfer. 
The carbon coherence is frequency labeled during t, while protons and nitrogens are decoupled. Next 
an INEPT-type sequence transfers coherence from the a-carbons of residue i and i- 1 to the nitrogen 
of residue i. The intraresidue one-bond coupling is 11 Hz, and the interresidue two-bond coupling is 
7 Hz so that the delay b can be tuned sufficiently well for both coupling constants. Finally, the nitrogen 
coherence is transferred to the amide proton via an inverse INEPT sequence. A schematic drawing of 
the resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 8d. It contains intraresidue and sequential cross peaks between 
the a-carbons and the amide protons. This experiment evolved from attempts to obtain accurate 
homonuclear coupling HN-H” constants. VW In this case, the last 90” (‘H) is replaced with a 
TANGO’s’) pulse (Fig. Sb). In this application this is a 90” pulse selective for the amide proton coupled 
to lsN. In addition, there is no proton decoupling during t,. This results in different multiplet 
d 
00 b Cf 00 
FIG. 8a-e 
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FIG. 8. Triple resonance experiments for sequential assignments in lsN or 13C enriched polypeptides.“s’(a) With 
proton decoupling during t,, (b) without proton decoupling during 1,. The last proton 90” pulse of (a) is replaced 
with a TANGOt*“’ pulse.(c) Intraresidue and sequential coherence transfer pathways obtained with the sequences 
(a) and (b). (d) and (e) show schematics of spectra obtained with the pulse sequences (a) and (b), respectively. Note 
that the sequence (b) yields different multiptet patterns for intraresidue and sequential cross peaks.(f) Experimental 
cross peaks recorded with the pulse sequence of Fig. 8b for the tripeptide Ac-Asn-Pro-(*‘N)Tyr-NHMc”*’ 
structures being observed for intraresidue and sequential cross peaks as outlined in Fig. 8e. This 
feature may be attractive for automated sequential assignments. So far this technique has only been 
applied to a rSN enriched peptide, (s3) at natural abundance * %. The pulse sequence suffers from the 
long delays b which need to be tuned for the small q-N,+ 1 coupling constant of 7 Hz whereas 7”s of a- 
carbons in proteins of ca. 6 kDa are around 50 ms, and r5N Tzs are ca. 100 ms. 
Obviously, the pulse sequence of Fig. 8a can be modified in several ways.(*3) (i) The carbon and 
nitrogen channels can be interchanged. In this case we have the coherence transfer pathway: 
This experiment yields cross peaks between the nitrogen of the residue i+ 1 (along or) and the 
a-protons of residues i and i+ 1 (along 02). (ii) The t, period can be placed immediately after the first 
proton pulse of Fig. 8a. In this case we have the coherence transfer pathway: 
H;+,, H;(o,)-*G+ ~G-+NI+H%). 
This experiment yields cross peaks between the H” of the residues i and i+ 1 (along or) and the HN of 
residue i (along 02). These experiments have been applied only to a rsN labeled peptide. Apparently, 
these experiments can be expanded to 3D techniques in order to resolve overlap problems. Obvious 
choices would be coherence transfer pathways: 
or 
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2.4.3. Sequential Assignments via 1 ‘N-‘H” Long-range Correlation. The three-bond coupling between 
the peptide nitrogen and the H” of the preceding residue depends on the dihedral angle $. It varies 
between +l and -6.5 Hz.@” In many cases sequential cross peaks can be observed in 2D 
heteronuclear long-range correlation experiments when “N enriched protein is available. The most 
successful experiment used for this purpose so far is a proton detected heteronuclear multiple bond 
correlation experiment (Fig. 9) with a heteronuclear multiple quantum evolution period containing a 
purge pulse to eliminate the one-bond correlations. (*6**7) This technique has been used for part of the 
sequential assignments of the Ner protein. (s*) The technique requires only lSN but no “C enrichment. 
The pulse sequence and a schematic spectrum are shown in Fig. 9. 
2.4.4. Homonuclear 30 Spectroscopy. The development of modern computers has made the extension 
to 3D NMR spectroscopy possible. 3D spectroscopy can be used to resolve ambiguities present in 2D 
spectra or to resolve a.2D spectrum in a third dimension. Homonuclear 3D spectra were the first to be 
developed.‘*9-94’ The first experiment combined a COSY with a J-resolved experiment so that the 
multiplet splitting was perpendicular to the COSY plane. (B9) Then NOESY and TOCSY spectra were 
combined so that NOE and J connectivities are in perpendicular planes.‘93*94) The experiments are, in 
some way, 3D extensions of 2D relayed NOESY experiments (9s) where a tuned delay is replaced by an 
incremented delay. The experiments increase the number of cross peaks compared to homonuclear 
experiments manifold. Due to the increased complexity, homonuclear 3D experiments seem to be less 
important than heteronuclear experiments which can simplify the spectra by dispersing the cross peaks 
in a third dimension, without increasing the total number of cross peaks. To reduce the amount of data 
3D experiments with selective pulses were used. (96*97) The combination of 2D spectra with a third 
dimension will lead to a large number of different 3D experiments.‘*9-9*) All 2D experiments 
containing tuned delays can obviously be extended to 3D experiments. An initial overview of possible 
experiments and a classification has been given by Griesinger et aL(96) An attractive aspect of 
homonuclear 3D experiments not yet generally recognized is that projections of homonuclear 3D 
experiments in a 2D plane may be used to obtain homonuclear w,-decoupled homonuclear 2D 
correlated spectra, such as COSY, NOESY, TOCSY, and 2D projections of homonuclear 4D 
experiments can lead to truly homonuclear w1 and wI decoupled homonuclear correlated 2D 
spectra.‘99) 
2.4.5. Heteronuclear 30 Spectroscopy. The NOE-based homonuclear assignment technique often 
suffers from overlap problems in the homonuclear 2D experiments when larger proteins are studied. If 
uniformly lSN labeled proteins are available the overlap problem can be resolved by inserting a “N 
evolution period before or after the ‘H evolution period. (100-103) Two possible sequences for lsN 
b H’ ,+I 
N it1 
Ni 
FIG. 9. (a) Pulse sequence for heteronuclear multiple bond correlation via multiple quantum coherence 
(HMBC).‘s2*s3) (b) Schematic spectrum with intraresidue and sequential connectivities between amide nitrogens 
and a-protons.‘“” 
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dispersed NOESY spectra are shown in Figs 10a and lob. They use a heteronuciear multiple quantum 
evolution period. The sequence of Fig. 9a has the “N evolution period preceding the ‘H evolution 
period. Analogous to the o1 half-filtered 2D spectra (Fig. 7), the HN subspectrum is selected along oz. 
The selected spectral region is shaded in the front w2-o3 plane of the schematic 3D spectrum of 
Fig. 1Oa’. The pulse sequence of Fig. lob has the “N evolution period after the ‘H evolution period. 
The HN subspectrum is selected along wj (Fig. lob’). The sequence of Fig. 9b has the advantage that 
the t,-noise of the water does not interfere with the selected spectrum whereas the sequence of Fig. 1Oa 
has the better resolution in the spectrum of protons that show NOES to the amide protons. The shaded 
plane inclined by 45” relative to the cu2-w, plane contains the 2D nitrogen-proton correlated 
spectrum. 
2.5. Summary of Assigned Proreins 
The first protein that was completely assigned is the basic pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI).“) An 
overview of assigned proteins has been published recently. t2@ A database of the assigned proteins 
including the assignments is being developed by Markley and coworkers.(104) 
3. 13C AND ‘“N ASSIGNMENTS 
Assignments of 13C and 15N have generally been considered of lower priority. Obviously, ‘H 
assignments are more important since they can yield NOE distance constraints for structural studies. 
Nowadays, assignments of heteronuclei are becoming more abundant since they are by-products of 
advanced assignment techniques, in particular from 3D resolved heteronuclear experiments. They can 
help in obtaining additional conformational parameters via heteronuclear coupling constants and are 
also useful for studies of protein mobility. 
N T 12 r J 
a’ b’ 
w1 (N) 
FIG. 10. Hctcronuclear 3D lsN dispersed NOESY experiments. (a) and (b) are analogous to the o1 and o2 half 
filters”” of Fig. 7. Correspondingly, different regions of the 3D space are selected. Note that (a, a’) avoid 
interference with the t,-noise of the water while (b, b’) have the better resolution along 02. 
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Assignments of protonated “C and “N nuclei can be made in a straightforward manner by using 
proton detected heteronuclear correlation experiments, (10s-108) after the ‘H assignments have been 
obtained. The most commonly used experiments are outlined in Fig. 11. The double INEPT 
experiment of Fig. 1 laoos) is very sensitive and the spectra are easy to phase. Figure llb shows the 
popular heteronuclear multiple quantum experiment(109~110) with refocusing of the proton chemical 
shit. This is the most sensitive experiment. A similar experiment without a refocusing period was 
described earlier by Miiller. (“‘) The heteronuclear multiple quantum experiment is usually more 
difficult to phase along oi, and ‘H-‘H couplings are active during the t, period which results in a 
splitting of the carbon or nitrogen signals along oi, respectively, and reduces the resolution along oi . 
Refocused double INEPTooS* llo*“z) (Fig. 1 lc) and double DEPT (‘OS) (Fig. 1 Id) are less sensitive but 
easy to phase and show no ‘H-‘H couplings along w,. In addition, editing of the spectra for CH, CHs 
and CH, is possible with double DEPToos) and refocused double INEPT.“os’ The refocused INEPT 
(Fig 1 lc) was actually the first proton detected heteronuclear experiment applied to a protein.t“2*“3) 
Heteronuclear 3D experiments analogous to those of Fig. 9 provide nitrogen or carbon assignments 
directly. 
Assignments of non-protonated 13C and lsN nuclei have so far only been obtained when the 
proteins were isotope enriched. Heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation or carbon-carbon and 
carbon-nitrogen double-quantum experiments have been used for these assignments.‘76*77’ Only for 
the protein Tendamistat have extensive assignments of non-protonated carbons been obtained 
without isotope enrichment.(lO*~ 
3.2. Summary of Assignments 
So far extensive 13C assignments have been obtained only for a few proteins. Except for the 
assignments obtained by the Markley group(26*76*77) h t ey were all obtained at natural abundance of 
13C. Extensive lSN assignments have been obtained at natural abundance only for BPTIoo7) For a 
b 
H 1 I 
x b tl b 
d 
H IbIb] b: 1 ’ ,b b 1 1 12 bb 
FIG. 11. Pulse sequences for heteronuclear one-bond correlation experiments: (a) double INEPT transfer with 
antiphase evolution period,(b) heteronuclear multiple quantum evolution period,(c) double refocused INEPT with 
inphase evolution period of the X-nucleus,(d) double DEPT transfer with inphase evolution of the X-nucleus. The 
lengths of the delays are: a= l/(45), b- l/(U). 
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number of proteins with “N enrichment the iSN assignments were obtained together with the proton 
assignments.'62-67.76'77) 
3.3. Impact of tsC and lsN Assignments 
% and “N assignments will probably soon become an integral part of advanced assignmeat 
procedures. They will resolve ambiguities of proton assignments, in particular in combination with 
heteronuclear 3D experiments. “C and l sN assignments will aid measurements of homonuclear and 
heteronuclear vicinal coupling constants and open the resource of a new class of conformational 
constraints for structure calculations. With carbon and nitrogen assignments we get access to extensive 
measurements of relaxation parameters, such as T, , T2 and the cross relaxation rates unc and unN. 
4. NOE: VIRTUES AND WEAKNESSES FOR STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS 
Resonance assignments provide the essential first stage for structure calculations. The quality of the 
protein models derived depends on the extent and the quality of conformational parameters derived 
from the NMR data. So far, NOE analysis has dominated conformational studies of proteins. For the 
best NMR structures of proteins more than 10 NOES per residue were identified on average. These 
NOES are, however, not usually uniformly distributed over the protein. Interior residues may be 
characterized by up to 40 interresidue NOES, whereas surface residues may show as few as two or three 
interresidue NOEs and no long-range NOES. Therefore, while NOES may provide a good means of 
determining the overall folds of proteins in solution, and be good for characterizing the protein interior 
and the regular secondary structures of /I-sheets and helices, the NOE analysis is not usually sufficient 
for characterizing conformations on the protein surfaces. In this case it is necessary to measure 
additional conformational parameters, such as coupling constants in order to obtain a more complete 
characterization of the protein conformation. 
4.1. Identification of a Large Number of NOES 
The strength of NMR for the determination of protein conformations is based on the ability to 
identify many distance constraints which define the overall topology of the polypeptide. It is thus more 
important to increase the number of assigned NOES than to measure fewer NOES very precisely. 
Therefore, it is also advisable to record NOESY spectra with long mixing times, although the NOES 
identified in these spectra can be associated only with loose distance limits. It is desirable that every 
single cross peak in the NOESY spectra be assigned, even if this can be achieved only during the 
process of model building when ambiguities in peak assignments can sometimes be resolved by 
backcalculating NOESY spectra from mode1 structures. Ambiguities in peak assignments due to 
resonance overlap can be resolved at the primary step of resonance assignments by variation of the 
temperature (chemical shift of amide proton resooanas often have different temperature coefficients) 
by partial exchange of labile protons, or by recording more advanced NOESY-type experiments. 
These are, for example, a NOESY followed or preceded by relayed coherence traosfer,‘95r or the 
extension of this experiment in a 3D NOESY-COSY or COSY-NOESY.‘96) NOESY spectra 
preceded by a double-quantum evolution period have also been used.‘“*) Most promising appear to 
be heteronuclear 3D experiments where the NOESY experiment is combined with a lsN evolution 
period. Obviously, this requires “N enrichment of the protein. 
4.2. Relations Between NOE Cross Peaks, Cross Relaxation Rates, Distances, Spectral Density 
Functions and Distance Ranges 
The functional dependence of NOE cross peak intensities, ak,, on cross relaxation rates, R,, 
proton-proton distances, rkj, and spectral density functions J,,(w) of rotational reorientation of the 
inter-proton vectors, g,, is clearly understood. (2* 1 l’s1 1 9, However, accurate measurements of 
distances from NOES is not trivial, and it is not clear how accurately internuclear distances can be 
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measured from NOES. This is a crucial aspect because observation of a certain NOE is routinely 
associated with a certain upper and lower distance limit compatible with this NOE. It is this very 
distance range (uncertainty of the measurement) that cannot be measured but only guessed. On the 
other hand, violations of these guessed upper and lower distance limits (residual distance violations) 
are used to judge the quality of the protein models obtained from computer algorithms. 
In a NOESY experiment, peak intensities, a&,), can be measured as a function of the mixing 
time.“lg’ These intensities can be calculated according to: 
A =-RA (4.1) 
where A is the matrix of the elements o~,(T,,,). The solution of eqn. (4.1) is: 
A(r,)=exp(-Rr,)A(O) (4.2) 
or 
ukd?m)= CexP( - RLJ,,~O) (4.3) 
where u&J represents the intensity of the peak correlating resonance I (at or) and k (at 02). It is 
assumed that the system is in equilibrium prior to each scan so that A(0) is a diagonal matrix, and the 
diagonal elements are Boltxmann populations. R is the relaxation matrix. Equation (4.2) can be written 
in a power series: 
~k&lJ = (Sk, - Rkl~, + l/2 C R,jRl,ri + . . .)a,,(O). (4.4) 
i 
R,, is the relaxation rate and is always positive: 
R U=an,- l)(wtk+wik)+ 1 (wv+2w:‘+wy). (4.5) 
k*i 
R, (j # k) is the cross relaxation rate. It is positive for small molecules (w:J> WY) and negative for large 
molecules (WY< ~7). 
R,,=n,(w;!‘-- w;‘) 9 (4.6) 
hi is the number of equivalent spins in a group and WY, wt’ and wi’ are the zero-, single- and double- 
quantum transition probabilities for the two-spin systems formed by the spins k andi. The terms 
R,,R,,r&#k,f) in the sum of eqn. (4.4) represent spin diffusion and they are all positive. The terms 
R,,R,,sz and R,,R,,T~ are all negative for macromolecules. They represent the curvature of the NOE 
build-up rates due to relaxation of the diagonal peaks (R,,R,,ri) and the cross peaks (R,,R,,rf). 
Assumption of a rigid molecule. The main purpose of recording NOESY spectra is to measure 
intramolecular distances. Thii implicitly makes the assumption that there are defined distances, that 
the distances are fixed and time independent, and that there is no internal or segmental motion. This 
assumption has essentially been made in all the NMR structure determinations carried out to date, in 
the absence of better working models. Under this assumption, the cross relaxation rate, R,, is 
proportional to rG6, and can be obtained from the initial slope of the build-up curve of the cross peak 
intensity, u,..(T~). Measuring the initial slopes is not trivial, and different approaches will be discussed 
below. 
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Transition probabilities pet unit time of qns (4.5) and (4.6) are obtained with time-dependent first- 
order perturbation theory:” ‘ s* ‘ lb) 
(nl#(t’)lm)e-“mn”dt’ ’ (4.7a) 
(nl@(t’)lm)<nlW+(t”)lm)e-%nt”-‘“)dt’dt” (4.7b) 
m and n refer to the levels in Fig. 12. The bar indicates the ensemble average. It is obvious from qns 
(4.7a) and (4.7b) that the transition probability is only non-zero if the dipolar Hamiltonian,X’(t’), or 
rather the autocorrelation function of the dipolar Hamiltonian oscillates with the frequency 0,. This 
means the vector connecting the nuclei k and j has to oscillate in length, or orientation relative to the 
magnetic field with the zero-, single- or double-quantum frequency (energy differences in Fig. 12) to 
induce the corresponding transitions. The probability for a rotational motion of the internuclear 
vector with a frequency o is usually expressed in the form of a spectral density function, Jk,(w), which 
can be shown to be proportional to the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the 
dipole-dipole Hamiltonian. (115*116) For fixed distances rk, we obtain:t11s**16) 
This assumes that all relaxation and cross relaxation is caused by the modulation of the dipole-dipole 
interaction between the two nuclei with rotational motions of the internuclear vector, relative to the 
external field. For isotropic rotational diffusion of a spherical molecule, the spectral density function 
has the following form:t1’5) 
(4.9 
If there is internal motion the spectral density function can be expected to be different. This means that 
the relative contributions of protein motions to the cross relaxation rates at the frequencies mt - w,, 
ok, o, and w,+w/ are different from what would be expected from eqn. (4.9). 
FIG. 12. Energy diagram for a two-spin system, 
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4.3. Quantitative Distances from Initial Slopes 
It is important to obtain good initial guesses for distances from the initial slopes of NOE build-up 
curves, even if, after the first model building, distance measurements may be improved by back 
calculation of the NOESY spectra with the complete relaxation matrix approach. (t~a" ~zo. ~=~) There 
are some major obstacles for measuring initial slopes of NOE build-up curves in NOESY spectra: 
(i) The linear range o f  the ~,, build-up curves is short. This is because at longer mixing times the slope 
of the NOE build-up curves decreases and becomes negative due to the relaxation of the diagonal 
peaks which are the magnetization source for the cross peaks. This effect could be eliminated by 
dividing the cross peak intensities by the intensities of the diagonal peaks at every mixing time. This 
approach, in a slightly modified form, has been proposed by Macura et al. (''~) They propose to divide 
the cross peak intensities by the mean of the two diagonal peaks. The effect of this can be visualized 
starting from eqn. (4.4): 
akt(z=) ( -  Ru~= + 1/2 Y~j Rhj Rjiz~ + ...)a#(0) 
0.5(a~(.t .)+au(z.,)) (I_0.5(Rk~T _Rul:.) + 2 1/4E~ Rk~RI~ ~ . + 1/4EiR~IRI~z., + . . . )  au(O ) 
- R u ~ . , +  1 /2Y .~R~R~t~-0 .5  R ~ R u z ~ - 0 . 5  R~R#z~ + . . .  (4.10) 
- Rut,, + l/2E~.k,t R~jR~z~ + • •.  
This shows that there are no relaxation contributions but only cross relaxation and spin diffusion 
contributions in the terms up to second order in z,. A more elaborate proof is given by Macura et 
ai. (~22) The cross peak intensities normalized with the diagonal peak intensities show a significantly 
longer linear growth regime. Finally they flatten and approach a constant steady state value. (~22) Of 
course, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases with longer ~,, values. In principle this approach should be 
better for obtaining initial slopes but, in practical applications with proteins it is impossible to 
integrate diagonal peaks because of considerable resonance overlap. A partial solution to this problem 
can be found in a tSN relayed NOESY. This is a NOESY preceded by a ISN evolution period; it 
requires ISN labeled protein and can only be applied to analyze NOEs with amide protons. Figure 13a 
shows a pulse sequence we have used (~2a) for such experiments. It is similar to an experiment developed 
independently by Gronenborn et al. (~24) (Fig. 13b). The former experiment has some advantages over 
the latter. In the former we transfer polarization from the amide protons to ~ SN via an INEPT step and 
let the ~SN coherence evolve during t~ in antiphase to the amid¢ proton. After a reverse INEPT the 
inphase coherence of the amide proton is converted into the z-axis so that NOEs can develop during 
~,. This experiment contains direct HN-~SN cross peaks and cross peaks due to the NOEs between the 
amide proton and other protons, at the o 1 frequencies of the 15 N nuclei (sec the schematics of Fig. 13c). 
In this experiment, the intensities corresponding to the diagonal peaks in a regular NOESY can be 
obtained from the direct cross peaks which are now no longer overlapped as found on the diagonal of a 
regular NOESY, and the quantity an(0) of ¢qn. (4.4) can readily be measured. However, the mean of 
a#(¢~) and a~(z.) cannot be obtained since, while proton I may be coupled to a I s N nucleus, proton k 
will usually not be coupled to ~SN. 
(ii) Calibration o f  cross peak intensities between different mixing times. Because it is important to 
conduct NOESY experiments with different mixing times, the performance of the spectrometer may 
change with time, for example, because of environmental effects. Thus, a comparison of peak intensities 
recorded with different mixing times is problematical, unless the peak intensities can be calibrated 
within each experiment. This can be achieved by dividing the cross peak intensities by the intensities of 
the diagonal peaks, or better with the intensities of the direct peaks in the ISN relayed NOESY of 
Fig. 13. (12a) 
(iii) Calibration of  cross relaxation ~ates with distances. If the cross relaxation rates R~ could be 
measured precisely, measurements of the distances rk~ would also require knowledge of the spectral 
density functions J~j(o~) for the rotational motions of the vector rkj. This sevrns to be an unsolvable 
problem. At present, it can only be circumvented by the crude assumption that the spectral density 
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FIG. 13. Pulse sequences for “N relayed NOESY. (a) Heteronuclear antiphase evolution period,“*” (b) 
hctcronuclear multiple quantum evolution period.“24) 
function is the same for all interproton vectors of the protein, this means: 
(4.11) 
This essentially assumes that the protein is rigid. If, in addition, it is assumed that the protein is 
spherical, the form of the spectra1 density function of eqn. (4.9) is appropriate, and the correlation time 
r, can be obtained from “C relaxation time measurements of protonated carbons. The distance rkj can 
be calculated from: 
67, Te l/6 
l+(t&+wJ)2rf-l+(o,-~,)2rf * 
(4.12) 
However, even this has not been done systematically for a protein. 
Another approach, which makes the same assumption about the rigidity of the protein, is to use 
NOES between protons separated by a fixed distance, ro, to calibrate the NOES. The distance to be 
measured is then given by: 
(4.13) 
R, is the cross relaxation rate measured for the known distance r,,. A possible standard distance in 
proteins is that between methylene protons which are separated by 1.8 A. Distances between protons of 
aromatic side chains are also of fixed length. However, in practice, the NOES between analogous 
protons of different aromatic side chains vary too much to be usable for calibrations. This indicates 
that the rigid-molecule approximation is not appropriate for longer side chains. Generally in proteins, 
protons with fixed distances have similar chemical shifts, and the cross peaks are close to the diagonal 
so that the peak integration is difficult. In addition, they are always J-coupled. This requires that zero- 
quantum contributions to NOESY cross peaks be eliminated carefully (see below) which is often a 
difficult task. For these reasons this approach to calibrating NOES has not been used extensively. 
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A more qualitative calibration is more widely used. NOESY spectra are recorded with short mixing 
times (30 to 80 ms), so that spin diffusion is not significant. The spectra plotted with contours above a 
certain cut-off intensity are then searched for certain NOES that must fall within certain distance 
ranges. For example, the distance between Hy+ 1 and HI must fall between 2.2A and 3.6A.“*@ The 
lowest contour level can be selected in a way that ca. 80% of the do&. i+ 1) NOES are seen. This tells us 
that the cut-off distance must be lower than 3.6A, and an upper distance limit of 3.6& for the NOES 
observed in this plot seems to be a safe estimate. Another NOE with a narrow distance range that can 
be used for this kind of calibration is the intraresidue &,(i, i) which must fall between 2.2 and 2.9A.“*@ 
Other distances have also been discussed.r1*6* it5) 
(iv) Zero-quantum contributions in NOESY cross peaks of J-coupled nuclei. The phase cycles of 
normal NOESY experiments and homospoi! pulses in the mixing period cannot eliminate zero 
quantum contributions to NOESY peaks of J-coupled nuc!ei.‘119~126*127) J-peaks are antiphase in 
both dimensions, and have zero net intensity. Therefore, it might seem that their elimination is not 
necessary. However, the antiphase patterns of J-peaks are wider than the inphase NOE peaks and 
have perturbing sidelobes. For this reason, they interfere unfavorably with neighboring NOESY peaks 
and may obscure parts of the NOESY spectra. Some early attempts to eliminate J-cross peaks include 
random variation of the mixing timer126*127) within each t,-value, or incrementation of the mixing 
time, proportional to t,.‘126*127) M ore recently, it has been proposed to co-add NOESY spectra in 
which the mixing times are increased in equal increments in order to eliminate zero-quantum 
frequencies do in a certain range AU,,,,” c do < Aamax. The increments Ar have to be set to l/(Acu,,, 
+Ao,,,~.). The larger the number of increments, the better the suppression.(‘*s) If only cross peaks to 
amide protons are concerned, a complete elimination of J-peaks can be achieved with the 15N relayed 
NOESY of Fig. 13a.“23’ Since the t,-period is a 15N evolution, no zero-quantum coherence can be 
created by the 90” proton pulse prior to the mixing time. In contrast to the sequence of Fig. 13a, zero- 
quantum peaks are present in the sequence of Fig. 13b. 
(v) Spin diffusion. For long mixing times NOES between two spins can be relayed by a third 
spin. (33*117-120*129*1301 As a consequence, the NOES are more intense than expected for a direct 
dipole-dipole interaction. The NOES increase with TV. * t1 * ‘-* 19) The problem is most serious for NOES 
involving methylene protons. Probably, the best method of taking account of spin diffusion in 
interpretation of NOESY peaks is by back calculation of NOESY spectra from molecular models and 
making iterative readjustments of distances.“20~‘21) 
4.4. The Practical Problem of Integrating All Cross Peaks in NOESY Spectra 
The most limiting factor for quantitative analysis of NOESY spectra is the complexity of the spectra. 
A typical NOESY spectrum of a protein with a molecular weight of 8000 Da contains several thousand 
cross peaks. Integrating al! these cross peaks in spectra with different mixing times and determining the 
initial slopes is a formidable task, and no one has yet tried this approach. To reduce the amount of 
work, it has been proposed that the spectra of a NOESY r,,, series be fitted point by point to a 
polynomial, prior to peak integration. r131) The series of NOESY spectra recorded with different 
mixing times is then transformed into a series of spectra of Taylor coefficients. According to the Taylor 
expansion of eqn. (4.4), the spectrum of the zero-order coefficients should contain only diagonal peaks 
and base plane artefacts, the spectrum of the first-order coefficients should contain only cross 
relaxation rates, the spectrum of the second-order coefficients should contain spin diffusion and 
relaxation contributions, etc. To obtain the cross relaxation rates, it is only necessary to integrate the 
cross peaks of the first-order spectrum. This approach has been tried with the protein eg!in c, and a 
series of NOESY spectra with 14 different mixing times has been used to perform this fit. It appears 
that this approach provides reliable values for the cross relaxation rates. The limiting factor is that the 
Taylor series has to be truncated after the second- or third-order term to achieve a decent signal-to- 
noise ratio.“31) Nevertheless, a second order polynomial seems to be an acceptable approximation of 
the initial part of a NOESY build-up curve. 
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4.5. Back Calculation of NOESY Spectra with the Complete Relaxation Matrix Approach 
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The most promising avenue to quantitative analysis of NOESY spectra is the back calculation of 
NOESY spectra with the complete relaxation matrix approach. (120*121) The back calculation can only 
be done after an initial protein model is available. The spectra computed from the protein model can 
then be compared with the experimental spectra and the distances readjusted iteratively until a match 
between the calculated and the experimental spectrum is achieved. Calculation of NOESY spectra 
with eqn. (4.2) would be cumbersome. Bodenhausen and Ernst.‘“” and later on Keepers and 
JamePzo) have pointed out that eqn. (4.2) can be simplified by transformation of the relaxation matrix 
into a diagonal matrix: 
R=TIT-‘. (4.13) 
Obviously, T is the eigenvector matrix and 1 is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The series expansion 
of qn. (4.2) shows that the solution simplifies to:(L18*‘20) 
A(T,)=Te-LrmT-l. (4.14) 
With this approach NOESY spectra can be calculated by diagonalizing the relaxation matrix R and 
evaluating eqn. (4.14). This has been done, for example in the software packages CORMAozO’ and 
COMATOSE.“21’ NOESY spectra for proteins of 9 kDa can be calculated within a few hours on a 
modern computer workstation” ‘*I (see Fig. 14). With this tool in hand, distances can be readjusted 
iteratively until a good fit between the experimental and computed spectra is achieved. This may in 
future replace the tedious task of integrating many NOESY cross peaks. Obviously, this approach can 
also be used to check on models of internal motions. 
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FIG. 14. Comparison of a calculated and an experimental NOESY spectrum of the protein eglin c.‘13” Only a 
small part of the spectrum is shown. 
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4.6. NOES and Mobility: Averaging Effects vs. Correlation Time Effects 
The effect of internal motions on NOES has been discussed extensively in the literature.1~z.133.13* 
An excellent comprehensive treatment has been presented by Neuhaus and Williamson.‘135~ Internal 
motions can act on the effective correlation time. If the motions reorient the internuclear vector relative 
to the external field with a rate faster than the overall tumbling of the protein then they will decrease 
the cross relaxation rates in this region of the protein. Variation of the length of the internuclear vector 
rkj causes an aVeraging of the cross relaxation rates. If the correlation time for the internal motion, fint, 
causing the length of the vector to fluctuate is much shorter than the overall correlation time (rin, *CT~), 
the averaged distance appears as (r3)* in the cross relaxation rate. If the internal motion is much 
slower than the overall correlation time (tint BT,), the averaged distance appears as (r6) in the cross 
relaxation rate.‘lJ5’ In any case, the apparent distance derived when neglecting internal motions is 
shorter than the average distance (r). Thus, the effects of internal motions on the correlation time and 
averaging have opposite tendencies. 
Internal motions will also have the consequence of producing NOE patterns that are inconsistent 
with a single conformation. A proton may hop between different environments due to internal 
motions, experiencing NOES from all these environments. It appears to be at different environments 
simultaneously so that the structure calculations searching for a single conformation will always show 
violations of distance constraints.‘*‘) 
To separate motional from static aspects of protein structure it will be necessary to measure 
relaxation parameters. Let us consider the relation between the cross relaxation rate and the spectral 
density function. From eqns (4.6) and (4.7) we see that measuring cross relaxation rates samples the 
frequency spectrum of rotational motions of the internuclear vector rk, (J&$) at the frequencies (WI: 
f 0,) and (wk -a/), with the relative weights of + 12 and - 2, respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. IS. 
The sampling of the spectral density function with measurements of other relaxation parameters is also 
indicated. For molecules of the size of proteins, there are few rotational motions with frequencies as 
high as (ok + wj). Therefore, the motions at frequencies (wk -oj) dominate the cross relaxation and 
make it negative (eqn. (4.6)). The sampling of the spectral density function with measurements of 
different relaxation parameters is summarized below, and is visualized in Figs 15a and b. The best 
known relaxation parameters are selective and non-selective longitudinal relaxation times, transverse 
relaxation time and cross relaxation rates. They sample the spectral density functions in a complex way 
at various frequencies with different weights. For proton relaxation parameters we have: 




1/~2=~jc,,[4~(o)+J(~, -0,)+6J(Oj)+3J(O,)+6J(w,+o,)] (4.17) 
l/T: nongel =: 
~,~k,~~~(~k-~,)+6J(~k)+~2J(0k+o,)~ (4.18) 
Rk’=C,,[-2~(U+3,)+12.&Ol,+OJ~)]. (4.19) 
Analogous parameters can be measured for the relaxation of carbon nuclei. Note that the longitudinal 
and transverse relaxation times sample an ensemble of spectral density functions of the various 
internuclear vectors. Only the cross relaxation rates sample a single spectral density function 
(Fig. 15a,b). At the high magnetic fields used for protein NMR chemical shift anisotropy contributions 
to the relaxation have to be considered for i3C and 15N. CSA relaxation contributes to Tl and T2 
relaxation but not to cross relaxation. Therefore, measurements of a, is important for separation of 
dipole-dipole and CSA relaxation.” 15) 
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FIG. 15. Sampling of the spectral density function J(o) with measurements of different relaxation parameters. A 
hypothetical spectral density function for the motion of the internuclear vector rt, is shown on top. The frequencies 
at which different relaxation rates sample the spectral density function are indicated with the forks in the lower half 
of the figure. The relative weights with which the respective frequencies contribute to the relaxation rates are written 
underneath each fork. In addition the contributions are weighted with the factors cs, which contain ri6. This is 
indicated on the left hand side of the figure. Note that l/Tt’e’, l/T:, l/T?-’ sample an ensemble of spectral 
density functions while the cross relaxation rate R“’ samples a single spectral density function. (a) Proton relaxation 
parameters, (b) carbon relaxation parameters. In the latter case, a single spectral density function is sampled for 
methine carbons. 
5. COUPLING CONSTANTS 
Coupling constants have been investigated intensively for conformational analysis of peptides. 
However, they have proved to be less useful for studies of proteins, firstly, because of the difficulty in 
making accurate measurements when the line widths are comparable or even larger than the coupling 
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constants and secondly because there are insufficient accessible coupling constants to characterize 
polypeptide dihedral angles uniquely. The development of successful determinations of protein 
conformations based on NOES also made it appear that coupling constants were not really necessary 
for structural analysis of proteins. However, more recently, coupling constants have been combined 
with the NOE data to provide valuable information for refining protein structures, particularly at the 
local level on the protein surface, where fewer NOES are available, and also in non-regular secondary 
structures. It is, however, necessary to extend the number of measurable coupling constants to 
heteronuclear coupling constants, and to find ways of making accurate measurements of coupling 
constants, even if they are smaller than the line widths. 
5.1. Accurate Measurements of Heteronuclear Coupling Constants in “N Labeled Proteins 
It has been realized for some time that knowledge of heteronuclear vicinal coupling constants 
between ‘H and “N would be valuable for characterizing the dihedral angles tj and x’!ss) Methods 
used for measuring these in the past have included one-dimensional and two-dimensional techniques 
where the coupling constants would be measured from inphase or antiphase splittings.“36*137) 
However, if the line widths are comparable to or larger than the coupling constants, the apparent 
splittings are smaller or larger than the true coupling constants for antiphase and inphase multiplets, 
respectively.’ l 37) 
With the availability of ‘sN labeled proteins, a simple way has been found of measuring vicinal 
iSN-‘H coupling constants accurately. (138) A straight forward 20 experiment that results in 
intraresidue cross peaks between the amide proton and the fl-protons (NOESY. TOCSY, RELAY) 
allows one to measure the intraresidue coupling constants ‘J(Nj-Hf), and 2D experiments that 
provide sequential d,, cross peaks allow measurement of the coupling constant ‘J(NrHT_ i)!i3a) No 
isN decoupling is applied during evolution and detection, and no pulses on 15N other than 180” pulses 
are applied between evolution and detection. If the 15N enrichment is significantly less than 100% a 
BIRD(72-74) sequence can be inserted prior to each scan to detect couplings in the “N labeled protein. 
The pulse sequence and a schematic spectrum are shown in Fig. 16a and c, respectively. If no “N 
mixing pulse is applied between evolution and detection, two subspectra are observed for each set of 





FIG. 16. (a) NOESY pulse sequence lor measurements ofvicinal coupling constants “J(N-H). The BIRD sequence 
preceding the NOESY is to select for *“N labeled proteins.“3*.140’ (b) 3D version of the experiment.“39) 
(c) Schematic of the lower part of a NOESY of 15N labeled protein. 
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respectively. The cross peaks are split along o1 by the large one-bond heteronuclear coupling 
‘J(N-H), and the vicinal heteronuclear couplings of interest can be measured accurately from the 
separation of the two non-overlapping peaks along oz. Figure 16c is a schematic drawing of the cross 
peaks associated with a single amide NH group. Figure 17 shows an experimental NOESY spectrum of 
uniformly “N labeled transforming growth factor a (TGFa). bus) The region of cross peaks between 
amide protons and aliphatic protons is shown. If there is a problem of resolving all cross peaks of 
interest, the experiment of Fig. 16a can be expanded to a three-dimensional experiment by replacing 
the delay between the pair of “N pulses of Fig. 16a with a ‘)N evolution period, as shown in Fig. 
16b.‘139) The spectrum drawn in Fig. 16c would correspond to a single 02-oj cross plane at the w, 
frequency of a single nitrogen. 
The principle used for measurements of vicinal “N-‘H coupling constants can obviously be 
extended to measurements of vicinal coupling constants between protons and protonated carbons. An 
attractive coupling constant is that between the amide proton and the B-carbon. This ‘J(HN-C?) 
coupling, combined with the homonuclear ‘J(HN-H”) coupling constant allows a more reliable 
determination of the dihedral angle 4. We have performed such an experiment on a 100 IIIM solution of 
a cyclic tetrapeptide consisting of a leucine, a modified glutamic acid and two non-standard amino 
acids. The experiments were performed at natural abundance of 13C.‘140) Figure 18 shows the HP-HN 
cross peak of a leucine residue. The heteronuclear coupling constant 3J(HN-CC) is 1.5 Hz and the 
homonuclear coupling constant 3J(HN-H”), measured independently is 6.9 Hz. The homonuclear 
coupling constant is compatible with $ angles around - 160”. - 80”, + 30” and + 90”. The )J (HN-C?‘) 
coupling of 1.5 Hz excludes all but the range around + 30°.@5) 
5.2. Accurate Measurements of Homonuclear Coupling Constants 
The best homonuclear techniques for accurate measurements of homonuclear coupling constants 
are ECOSY,‘141~COSY45(16’and P. E. COSY.’ 142) These techniques produce cross peaks that are 1: 1 
combinations of antiphase cross peaks and double-antiphase cross peaks (Fig. 19). This results in two 
square antiphase cross peak patterns displaced by the passive coupling in both dimensions. This 
passive coupling can then be measured from the outer components of these. squares without 
cancellation effects of antiphase components as in regular COSY cross peaks. This spectral feature can 
be obtained by combination of different multiple quantum filtered COSY experiments(141) or by 







FIG. 17. Region of a NOESY spectrum in H,O of a 5 mM sample of uniformly 99% “N enriched human 
transforming growth factor a (TGFa) containing cross peaks between amide protons and a-protons. Some of the 
intraresidue HN-H6 cross peaks with the multiplet structure indicated in Fig. 16 are identified with rectangular 
frames. The mixing time was 350 ms (pH = 3.5, 3O’C) (adapted from Montelione et al.” ‘*‘). 








FIG. 18. Measurement of 31(HN-C4) coupling constants in a 100 mM tetrapeptide, using the sequence of Fig. 16a. 
The cross peak is between HP and HN. The couolina constant measured is 1.5 Hz. The experiment was recorded in 
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FIG. 19. ECOSY cross peak as combination of an antiphase and a double antiphase cross peak. 
systems of at least three mutually coupled spins, such as H”, Hn2 and Hfi3 of an amino acid, and then 
the coupling constant 3J(H”, Hcz) can be measured from the (HE, HN3) cross peak, and vice-versa. The 
3J(H4, HN) coupling constants, however, cannot be measured by using these techniques since the HN is 
coupled only to one H” and to no other proton. Glycines are an exception to this, of course. 
The simple concept used for measurements of heteronuclear vicinal coupling constants, as described 
above, has been extended to measurements of homonuclear coupling constants, for example 
3J(HN-H”).(*3’ It requires an experiment where the two multiplet components are separated by a large 
one-bond coupling constant along otP and the coupling constant of interest is measured as the 
displacement of two multiplet components along 0s. This has been achieved with the pulse sequence of 
Fig gb. A short notation of the pulse sequence is: 
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The experiment yields intraresidue cross peaks between z-carbon and amide proton resonances. The 
TANG0@4’ pulse (Fig. 8b) is a selective 90” pulse for protons coupled to lsN, and does-not mix the two 
orientations of the a-proton. Figure 20 shows the intraresidue cross peak for the tripeptide 
Ac-Asn-Pro (“N)Tyr-NHMe. The experiment is proportional to the concentration of lSN and “C?. 
In order to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio, “N and/or “C enrichment is required. 
5.3. Stereospecific Assignments and Determination of the Angle x1 
Stereospecific assignments of j?-methylene protons, y-methyl protons of valines and &methyl 
protons of leucines have been shown to be important for the quality of structure determinations of 
proteins.’ 143-149) Stereospecific assignments of fl-methylene protons and determination of the dihedral 
angle x1 are closely related. For B-methylene protons, stereospecific assignments have been achieved 
by measuring homonuclear IJ(H”-HP) coupling constants by direct analysis of multiplet patterns of 
COSY cross peaks or from spectral simulations. Use) In addition, intraresidue and sequential NOES 
have been measured quantitatively to distinguish between different side chain conformations and 
between alternative stereospecific assignments. If we assume that the side chain adopts only one of the 
three staggered rotamers with x1 = 60”, 180” or - 60”, the procedure for stereospecific assignments can 
be described following Fig. 20. This presents a view along the C@-C. axis of an amino acid residue 
containing a /3-methylene group. Small (w 3 Hz) or large (- 12 Hz) 3 J(H”-Hb) coupling constants are 
expected if the HP is gauche or trans to the H”, respectively. Thus observation of two small ‘J(H”-HP) 
coupling constants identifies the gauche-guuche conformation (a), one large and one small coupling 
constant identify either of the two other side chain conformations (b) and (c). However, homonuclear 
coupling constants alone cannot distinguish between x1 = 180” and x1 = -6O”, and they are not 
sufficient for stereospecific assignments. Figure 21 suggests that this might be possible from 
quantitative measurements of NOES between the HN and the /l-protons. For the gauche-gauche 












FIG. 20. Measurement of the ‘J(HN-H’) coupling constant using the pulse sequence of Fig. 8b. The intraresidue 
HN-H’ cross peak of Tyr 3 of the tripeptide Ac-Asn-Pro-(“N)Tyr-NHMe is shown. The coupling constant is 
9.7 + 0.8 Hz’*” 
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analysis has led to stereospecific assignments of ca. 50% of the j-methylene protons.(104-149) However, 
the intraresidue HN-H4 distances depend on the dihedral angle 4, and this analysis is not fully 
satisfactory. 
The availability of accurate measurements of heteronuclear isN-HP coupling constants, as 
described above, makes the stereospecific assignments of b-methylene protons trivial. As for 
homonuclear coupling constants, small (1 Hz) and large (6 Hz) values are expected for the heteronuc- 
lear coupling constants, if the nitrogen is gauche and truns to the /I-proton. respectively. For example, 
for the situation of Fig. 21a, the j-proton with the small heteronuclear coupling constant is identified 
as Hpa and the one with the large heteronuclear coupling constant is HP’. Figure 22 shows an 
experimental example. The figure is an expansion of the spectrum of Fig. 17. It shows the two HN-HP 
cross peaks of Cys 21. The left hand cross peak shows two large homonuclear coupling constants 
(Ha-H6 and Ha-H6) and the right hand cross peak shows one large (HP-H6) and one small 
homonuclear coupling constant (H”-HP, not resolved). Both “N-H6 coupling constants, as measured 
from the displacements of the upper from the lower multiplet components, are small (- 1.5 Hz).“‘“’ 
This identifies this residue as case b of Fig. 21, with x1=180”, and since the downfield 
j-proton is trans to H”, it must be Hp3. 
If the observed homonuclear and heteronuclear coupling constants are different from the standard 
values for the three staggered rotamers this is an indication of rotational averaging. The simplest 
model to take care of this is a hopping between the three rotamers. Each of the two homonuclear and 
the two heteronuclear coupling constants can then be written as a weighed average of the coupling 
constants of the three staggered rotamers, and the relative populations of the three rotamers, p., pi, and 
pc (with p.+p,,+ps= 1) can be determined. (W Two fitting parameters can be determined from four 
experimentally measured coupling constants. 
6. HYDROGEN BONDS 
NMR is not a good method for identifying hydrogen bonds. Although slow exchange of an amide 
proton usually indicates that it is involved in an intramolecular hydrogen bond, there is no easy way of 
identifying the hydrogen bond acceptor. Only if there is additional information from NOES that the 
residue of the slowly-exchanging amide proton is part of a regular secondary structure, and if all typical 
NOES for this regular secondary structure are observed, is it safe to assume that the hydrogen bond 
acceptor is the one expected in this regular secondary structure.(‘) 
Hydrogen bonds of amide protons with titratable side chains can sometimes be identified when the 
protein can be titrated around the pK of the titratable group in the side chain. If the pK has a unique 
value (for example determined by pH titration of carboxyl groups in “C spectra,(‘*“) and the HN 
shows a large titration shift of more than -0.2 ppm. the hydrogen bond partners can be identified. 
This has been achieved for some surface groups of BPTI,‘145) and the results showed some significant 
differences of the surface structure of this protein from the crystal structure.(‘*” Thus, these ‘old- 
fashioned’ titration experiments provide valuable information on surface conformations, comp- 
lementary to X-ray diffraction data. 
99 X’x 60 gt: X’n l&Y tg. x’ s -60 
FIG. 21. The three staggered rotamers of residues with B-methylene protons. 
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FIG. 22. HN-H6 NOESY cross peaks of Cys 21 of uniformly “N labeled TGFa.“‘*’ 
7. IDENTIFICATION OF SECONDARY STRUCTURES 
7.1. Procedures for Characterizing Secondary Structures 
It has been known for several years that regular secondary structures have typical NOE 
pattems.‘5*4) Figure 23 shows a NOESY spectrum of BPTI where the NOES most typical of 
antiparallel j-sheets were first observed. ‘*‘These NOES correspond to those indicated in the schematic 
drawing of the antiparallel p-sheet of Fig. 24. Subsequently, the short interproton distances character- 
istic of regular secondary structures have been analyzed systematically. tizs) Table 1 is a list of all these 
distances shorter than 4.5 A. Indications of regular secondary.structures from the NOE patterns can be 
corroborated by analysis of HN-Ha coupling constants and by analysis of amide proton exchange. For 
regular helices and /?-sheets, the amide protons involved in hydrogen bonds are expected to exchange 
slowly. The criteria for the different regular secondary structures can be summarized as follows. 
a-helix and 3,,-helix. Both helices have strong d&i, i+ 1) NOES, which are usually not observed in 
B-sheets. The d,(i, i+ 2), daN(i, i+ 3) and du,(i, i + 2) NOES are often observable, in part probably due 
to efficient spin diffusion pathways. The d,,(i, i+4) NOE is rarely observed in the a-helix. However, 
the d=,,(i, i+ 3) NOE is often present, although it may be overlapped in the crowded region of 2-B cross 
peaks. There is no reliable way of distinguishing the a-helix from the 3 ,,-helix. The d,,(i, i + 2) and the 
d,,(i, i+4) NOES which may seem to be suitable for this distinction are so weak that they can be 
observed only at longer mixing times where the distance selectivity is lost due to spin diffusion. The 
distinction of the two helices can only be made at the level of the structure calculations. It is therefore 
dangerous to use H-bond constraints for helices at the first round of distance geometry calculation. 
However, from experience, longer helices are always a-he&s, while short ones may be of either 
type.‘isO’ The coupling constants ‘.7(H”HN) usually are small in helices. However, some residues in 
helices may have coupling constants as large as in residues in p-sheets. The heteronuclear coupling 
constants 3J(H;NI+ i) are large in helices (-6Hz) while they are small in /I-sheets (-2Hz) (see Table 
1) (12% 
Tight turns are more difficult to identify by means of NMR than are helices and b-sheets, except 
when they are the hairpin bend of an antiparallel p-sheet. There are four types of tight turns as drawn in 
Fig. 25.‘1so*1s’) The NMR parameters expected are summarized in Fig. 26. The classical type I and 
type II turns are rarely observed, while type I’ and type II’ turns occur frequently. The parameter most 
distinctive of tight turns, the H-bond between the carbonyl oxygen of residue 1 and the amide proton of 
residue 4, cannot reliably be identified by NMR. An isolated d&i, i + 2) or dNN(i, i + 2) connectivity 
may be indicative of a tight turn with residue i being number 2 of the turn. Type I and I’ turns have two 
consecutive d&i, i+ 1) connectivities (Fig. 26). whereas the type II and type II’ turns have only one. 
Whether the homonuclear and heteronuclear coupling constants quoted in Fig. 26 will have impact on 
the identification of turns remains to be seen. 































FIG. 23. NOESY sue&urn of the basic pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. Some d,, and d, NOES typical for 
antiparallel &sheets are identified (from Ref. 4). 
antiparallel p-sheet parallel P-sheet 
FIG. 24. Characteristic distances (in A) for regular antiparallel and parallel j-sheets. 
&sheets can be identified very reliably from NOES because of the short distances listed in Fig. 24. In 
addition, residues in B-sheets have, in most cases large coupling constants ‘J(H”HN). Slow NH 
exchange is observed for residues involved in intramolecular hydrogen bonds. 
7.2. Impact of the Identification of Secondary Structures on Structure Calculations 
The identification of secondary structures prior to distance geometry calculations seems, at a first 
glance, to be unnecessary, because the computer algorithms would provide this information anyway. 
However, knowledge of the secondary structures allows one to add H-bond constraints in regions 
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TABLE 1. Useful sequential and medium range ‘H-tH diitances (in A) and vicinai 
coupling constants for identification of secondary structures in polypeptide chains 
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Type1 Turn b2=-60 v2=-30 1 Type IITurn $= -60 V2=+121 
Type I'Turn ‘21+60v2ae30 Type 11’ Turn 42m*60 V2=-12( 
93=+90 vl= 0 Q,=-90 1y3= 0 
FIG. 25. Structures of the four most common types of tight turns. 
assigned to regular secondary structures. In addition, convergence of distance geometry runs may be 
improved when starting with dihedral angles around those for the regular secondary structures 
previously identified. Furthermore, lower distance constraints may be used for residues on far ends of 
the secondary structures, corresponding to the length of a standard helix or a standard B-sheet. 
8. TERTIARY STRUCTURES 
After complete assignments and analysis of secondary structures extensive sets of data are collected 
as input for the distance geometry calculations. The quality of the structures depend on the amount of 
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FIG. 26. Characteristic parameters to identify tight turns. The expected NOE intensities are indicated by the height 
of the vertical bars which are drawn as proportional to the logarithm of r,S ‘. The coupling constants are estimated 
according to data in the literature.(1*8J’ 
conformational parameters, the precision of the parameters determined, the conversion of the distance 
geometry algorithms, and the refinement procedures. 
8.1. Typical Data Sets for Structure Calculations 
NOE values. The best determined NMR structures of proteins have used data sets of approximately 
ten interresidue NOES per residue, with more than 30 interresidue NOES for some of the internal 
residues. Surface residues often have fewer interresidue NOES. In the best cases, NOES have been 
classified in six groups corresponding to six upper distance limits, such as 2.4 A, 2.6 A, 2.9 A, 3.2 A, 3.8 A 
and 4.6 A.(ls2) For NOES involving methyl groups, an additional correction of 0.5 A is usually 
added.“45’ In most cases the lower distance limits are set to the Van der Waals distances. This is based 
on the assumption that some NOES may be quenched by mobility. 
Stereospecijic assignments have been obtained for up to 50% of the B-methylene protons for several 
proteins using the conventional assignment technique based on NOES and homonuclear coupling 
constants (Fig. 21).““-‘4g’ Th ere is no experience yet with the use of heteronuclear ‘H-lSN coupling 
constants for stereospecific assignments in proteins. Valine y-methyl groups can usually all be assigned 
stereospecifically by analysis of NOES and the a-/3 coupling constant, except when the two methyl 
groups are degenerate.“43* 144) Additional stereospecific assignments and stereospecific assignments of 
&methyl groups of leucines have been obtained during the final stage of structure calculations where 
the two alternative stereospecific assignments can be distinguished on the basis of the NOES. Usually 
only one alternative is consistent with the observed NOES. (Is*) The same approach has been used for 
stereospecific assignments of a-methylene protons of glycines, 8-methylene protons of prolines and 
some y-methylene protons of glutamines.” s2) 
Dihedral angle constraints. The conventional way of measuring coupling constants from the 
antiphase splittings of COSY cross peaks only allows one to measure coupling constants which are at 
least twice as large as the line width. cl”) A detailed list of dihedral constraints was used by Kline et 
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~1.“~~’ For &angle constraints they chose: 
‘J(HNH’)c5.5 Hz f$=[-90”. -4O”] 
3J(HNHa] > 8.0 Hz #==[-160”. -8o”] 
.- 
‘J(HNH”)>lO.OHz +=[-140”. -lOO”]. 
The more accurate methods for measuring ‘J(HNH”) coupling constants described above have not 
yet been applied to proteins Constraints for the angle x1 have been obtained extensively and, in the 
best determined cases, such constraints were available for ca. half the residues. It was always assumed 
that the side chain adopts one of the three staggered conformations (Fig. 21), and that the 1’ angle was 
constrained within f60” around the angle of the staggered conformation. 
Hydrogen bond constraints. Depending on the amount of regular secondary structure, and the 
number of NOES characterizing the secondary structure, a few hydrogen bond constraints can be 
identified. For proteins between 50 and 70 residues, up to 20 hydrogen bond constraints have been 
identified!14s*1s3’ 
8.2. Algorithms for Model Building 
The first algorithm developed that can handle the construction of a protein model from distance 
constraints was based on the EMBED method. t17-20) The program is called DISGEO and is written in 
Pascal.‘23~24’ The algorithm creates a set of Cartesian coordinates from a set of distance constraints. 
The initial distances are chosen at random within the distance limits. The distance limits are corrected 
to obey triangle and tetrangle inequalities. From the distances a metric matrix is constructed, and from 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the metric matrix the coordinates are obtained. The second 
algorithm developed was a Variable Target Function Method and this program is called DISMAN.“s’ 
It acts in the dihedral angle space. First, a starting structure is created by choosing all dihedral angles at 
random. Then, a target function is constructed which consists essentially of the violations of the 
distance limits by the model structure. The target function initially only extends over two or three 
residues. The dihedral angles of the model structure are then varied to minimize the target function. 
The target function is moved along the polypeptide chain while optimizing the model over the limited 
length covered by the target function. The length of the segment covered by the target function is then 
increased and the model is again optimized until finally the target function covers the whole 
polypeptide chain. The DISGEO and the DISMAN algorithms have been shown to produce 
essentially equivalent results (‘45) although DISMAN seems to have more convergence problems. 
8.3. Refinements 
The models obtained with the distance geometry programs are often refined by including energy 
terms. This has been achieved with restrained molecular dynamics calculations (RMD) where the 
distance constraints were included as pseudo-energy potentials. This approach was first used by 
Kaptein and coworkers as an alternative to distance geometry caiculations.“54’ Nowadays, RMD 
methods are mainly used for refinement of models obtained from other calculations.“ss~1J6~ RMD 
calculations are computationally expensive and to overcome this problem all non-bonding potentials 
may be removed with only pseudo potentials from distance constraints being retained. This is called 
simulated annealing. (is’) Simulated annealing has been used for a number of structure 
calculations!ls** * 59) Restrained refinements have also been performed with the AMBERtL60’ program 
package.‘i6” 
9. CRITERIA FOR JUDGING THE QUALITY OF STRUCTURES 
9.1. Residual Violations of Constraints and Average Root Mean Square Distances (rmsd) 
The first criterion is the extent to which the experimental constraints on distances and dihedral 
angles are violated. This is essentially a criterion to check on the performance of the algorithm. Based 
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on the residual violations, structures are either accepted as converged, or they are rejected. Only the 
accepted structures are compared and an average root mean square distance is computed for the class 
of converged structures. For example, in the case of Tendamistat, only 9 out of 100 structures were 
accepted. For these nine structures the average rmsd was as low as 0.85 A for backbone atoms.“s2’ 
Residual violations and rmsds are good criteria for judging the performance of the algorithms, but 
they are not ideal measures of the quality of the structure. The upper distance limits and the limits on 
the dihedral angles are chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Choosing (too) narrow limits of constraints may 
leave sizeable residual violations of constraints and may result in very precise structures with low 
rmsds. Thus the structures may appear to be well-defined even though they are not the correct 
structures. Choosing too wide ranges of constraints may result in no residual violations, but the 
structures may have a large average rmsd. 
While it has been recognized that rmsds are not good measures for assessing the quality of NMR 
structures, there is no better alternative available as yet. 
9.2. Back Calculation and R-Factors 
It now seems possible to compute the NOESY spectra from the model structures, using the complete 
relaxation matrix approach.“20’ The experimental and the computed spectra can be scaled and 
subtracted, and the residual can be used as an R-factor. Obviously, regions such as the diagonal and 
the region around the solvent line have to be excluded from this comparison. 
10. LIMITATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF PROTEINS BY NMR 
The structural analysis of proteins by NMR is limited to a certain class of proteins. NMR can 
determine structures only of those proteins that have a unique 3D structure, are small, soluble to at 
least 1 mM, homogeneous, and have spectra with narrow lines. At least 1 ,umol of protein (0.5 ml of a 
1 mM solution) is required. Only certain proteins fulfil these requirements, mainly proteins with rather 
rigid structures. Proteins that act by changing their structure, or that have to be adaptable to 
interaction with a target molecule, may not be accessible to the analysis. 
10.1. Size of the Protein 
So far proteins up to 140 residues have been assigned, and structures of proteins of up to 100 residues 
have been determined. With increasing molecular weight the number of signals increases linearly, and 
so does approximately, the number of cross peaks. The spectra are overcrowded and signal overlap 
and signal degeneracy become more serious. Methods of isotope labeling and 3D techniques discussed 
above can overcome the problem of overcrowding to some extent. It may be that proteins up to 200 
residues can be analyzed by NMR. 
10.2. Bad Spectra-Large Line Width-Small Chemical Shifr Dispersion 
Narrow lines are crucial for detailed structural analysis of proteins. If the line widths are larger than 
homonuclear coupling constants, antiphase cross peaks are weak or undetectable, and all through- 
bond cross peaks which arise due to homonuclear scalar couplings are generally difficult to observe. 
Longer pulse sequences cannot be applied because of short T2s. If large line widths are caused only by 
dipoledipole interactions and the slow tumbling rates of the proteins then random deuteration”‘j2’ 
may help to narrow the lines. This method has been applied to thioredoxin(162’ where the protein was 
randomly deuterated to 75%. With this procedure, the multiplet structures of all proton resonances 
that give rise to COSY cross peaks are essentially doublets, and the multiplet structures giving rise to 
NOESY cross peaks are essentially singlets. In addition to the simplification of the multiplet 
structures, the line widths also decrease due to the dilution of the protons and the reduction of the 
dipole-dipole interaction. The approach of random deuteration is, however, very expensive and as yet, 
has not been generally applied. 
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A large molecular weight is only one of the factors causing large line widths. Other factors are 
equally important but are not well understood. These include aggregation and exchange between 
multiple conformations. The quality of poor protein spectra may be improved by variation of 
temperature, pH, ionic strength, buffer, concentration, or cofactors. Attempts to improve poor spectra 
are comparable with the attempts to make a protein crystallize for diffraction studies. The conditions 
that are best for NMR studies may not always be physiologically relevant. There are proteins with 
molecular weights well above 20 kDa that show well-resolved COSY and NOESY spectra, whereas 
small proteins below 10 kDa have poor spectra and cannot be analyzed in detail. 
pH range. The best pH range for NMR is between pH 2 and pH 6. At these conditions the amide 
proton exchange is slowest (minimum at around pH 3). Above and below this range the amide 
exchange rates increase linearly with the concentration of OH- (base catalysis) and H,O+ (acid 
catalysis). This pH range may not be available for many proteins because(i) they may not be soluble at 
this pH, such as proteins with a low isoelectric point, (ii) they may be unfolded at this pH, (iii) metal 
binding proteins may lose their metals at acidic pH, (iv) enzymes may be inactive at low pH. The 
factors determining the amide proton exchange on protein surfaces are not well understood. There are 
some proteins where all surface amide protons exchange so slowly that there is no saturation transfer 
from the saturated water line even a little above neutral pH (for example in the basic pancreatic trypsin 
inhibitor), while there are other proteins where significant saturation transfer occurs even at pH 5. This 
may be related to electrostatic effects which are not yet properly understood. 
Chemicnl shift dispersion. A good dispersion of chemical shifts is important to resolve the resonances 
so that cross peaks can be assigned unambiguously. Proteins containing many aromatic residues are 
easier to analyze than others. From experience, proteins with a lot of &sheet secondary structures have 
more chemical shift dispersion than helical proteins or even proteins with many turns or non-regular 
secondary structures. Proteins with a large variety of residues are obviously easier to handle than 
proteins with excess of a few types of residues. 
10.3. Paramagnetic Cenrers 
Structures of proteins containing paramagnetic centers may never be completely determined by 
NMR unless an isomorphous replacement of the paramagnetic group with a diamagnetic one can be 
achieved. The paramagnetic center usually broadens the proton resonances in its immediate 
environment by dipole-dipole interaction of the electron spin with the nuclear spins such that these 
cannot be detected. 
10.4. Protein Degradation 
Many proteins are unstable and this is a serious problem when NMR data acquisition may require 
keeping the protein for days or even weeks in solution. Protein degradation may be caused by self 
digestion (proteases) or by desamidation of glutamines a’nd asparagines. The latter phenomenon is 
most serious at neutral pH but less of a problem at low pH. Some partial sequences are particularly 
prone to desamidation. Modification of such sequences by site-directed mutagenesis can help to 
eliminate desamidation sites. 
10.5. Mobility 
Mobility is a generic property of proteins. Some proteins need mobility to function. For the process 
of structure determination mobility is a limitation. Mobility may lead to NOES inconsistent with a 
single conformation. This may be difficult to distinguish from poor convergence of the algorithm. On 
the other hand, mobility may lead to broad lines. This w&d also cancel antiphase cross peaks. A 
combined analysis that takes account of conformatiotial and dynamic aspects of protein structure is a 
challenging task, and it will take some time to solve this aspect satisfactorily. 
136 G. WAGNER 
Il. CONCLUSIONS 
Several protein structures have been determined by NMR during the last five years. However, the 
technology is still at a very early stage. Many of the procedures used are not as yet fully satisfactory. 
The data analysis is mainly made by hand. Mobility is neglected. 3D NMR is at a very early stage, and 
isotope labeling has not yet been used extensively. Considering this, the success of the present 
technology is amazing. It can be anticipated that computer assisted data analysis or even automated 
assignments and automated parameter determination will be developed. Coupling constants will be 
included in the analysis to a much larger extent. It can be expected that structures of proteins up to 20 
or even 30 kDa may be solved by NMR in a few years. It is also likely that surface structures of proteins 
will be characterized more reliably. Parameters characterizing the mobility will probably be 
determined in the future, similar to the B-factors in X-ray analysis. 
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